








































































Quantizedsymplectic singularities
applications to Lietheory LeeG

1 Quantizations of ICE
2 Harish Chandra bimodules
3 Complements

Pe Recap

Let Gbe a semisimplealgebraicgroup g its lie algebra O
a nilpotent orbit in g TO a Cequivariant cover of O Let
A EM A SpecA In Section 3 ofLee 2 we havestated
that thefilteredquantizations are classifiedby thepointsof
batty whereGx is a finite dimensional vectorspace andWyis a
crystallographic reflectiongroup Wehave explainedhow to

computeby 5 H y't e where Y is a A factorialtermina
lization of X Section1.2ofLee3 According to See2 ofLea3
Y has the followingform Pick a Levi subgroup LeGandan
L equivariant cover O of anilpotentorbit inCt Suppose Xi
Spec flop is A factorial terminal
Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G W Levi L Consider

the Hamiltonian action of P on 7 9 42 pig2 x gpspapa
Themomentmap is ju 79 4 p't Ig2,44 alptgh Then
Ygu e P s GP Xplogpt This is a A factorial fermi
nalization of A Spec Ecd where OcY istheopen Gorbit

Idependingonly on LOp Wehaveby tyre e 4114,137











































































An important remark is in order Aswas discussed in Sect of
Lec2 Gta X rescaling the Poisson bracket by test'd for some
de Ia Considerthe action of Q on T G xx by t g 2 x

g th t x It descends to Ygu lo P rescales 3 on

Oyby t t t

1 1 Quantization of Y
Let 2 Y GXP xxglp

t Glp denote theprojection
it's a invariant So 2 0 becomes thesheaf ofpositively
graded Poisson algebras on GIP We can talk about its
filtered quantizations quasicoherent sheaves D ofOsipmodule
equipped w

an associative Q algebra structure
a filtration D IDs by Osip submodules satisfying

Dsi Ds C Dsi j L i on grD
and an O'alp linearisomorphism gr D tray ofgraded

Poisson algebras

Goal for Te 1114137produce a filteredquantizationDx
of 1 0alp
Forthis we quantize the construction of Y
As was mentioned in Sec2 ofLee 3 H kit E a

So by Theorem in Sec 3 ofLee 2 axis admits aunique
filteredquantization to be denotedby H Aquantum











































































counterpart of GET a exQ xp is D a off

Wehave theclassical comementmap
y p IET G OEEN

4137 3,01 t 109 13 where 3 is the leftinvariant vector
field on G corresponding to andviewed as a fiberwise linear
function on t G and pi p Ellis is the comementmap
dual to Xp Cop Note that qts is a homogeneous deg
d element
Weneed a quantum counterpart ofy

Definition Let It be an associativealgebra w a rational
actionof an algebraicgroup R by algebra automorphismsBy
a quantum comementmap for this action we mean an Requivariantlinearmap P A A St 19131,7 3 t er

Example 3 A 3 resp343e g D a is aquantumcomement

map for Ga D G induced by Ga G fromthe right resp left

Exercise1 Assume I is anarbitrary Lequivariantcoverof a nilpotent
Lorbit Showthat g C Alli lifts to a lie algebrahome

morphism R C Stlsd meaningthat I modStasa q Moreover

I lift that vanishes on314 Finally L acts on Stbyfiltered
algebra homomorphisms sothat42 is a quantum comomentmap











































































Take this lift andinflate it to k p St
Now we are ready to define Px p Dcalast for Te
114,137 Let palp denote the character of C inAtenglp
We can view I palp as characters ofp via p C Set

913 301 t 10913 X palp
This a quantum comement map

Toget a quantizationof Y weperformthequantumHamiltonianreduction

Exercise2 Let R A P havethe same meaning as in thedefinitionabove Show that 5454914 has a unique associative

algebra structure s t

Let 94 16 549 r ab STACK
This algebra is known as thequantumHamiltonian reduction

Remark Notethat if St is filtered w degC s d AsiSts

cstsij.atij imPosted then 154494455 inherits a filtration from
StR degli s d

Apply this to our situation Let St D a of we can view it as
a Pequivariant quasicoherent sheafonG So is 154947 Recall

theprojection w G alp and set

Dx w 154549,1913

T











































































Using the importantexercise we equip D sheafof algebrastructure
Itis filteredby Remark afterthe exercise We will elaborate onthis
and aproof ofthe fact below inthe complementsection

Fact Dy is a filteredquantization of rally

Example Let X N Y T GIB se L T P B XE a Inthis
case pal is the usual pand Dj Daft thesheaf of it p twisted
differential operators Moregenerally weget twisted diff operators
inthecase when Y T AP

Remarks In fact all filteredquantizations oflady are of theform
Da and D Da for 747 We'll comment onthis in thecomplement
section

One could landshould ask whatHe looks like To an extent
this is addressed in thenext section

12 huantizations of Glx
Preposition Hy Da is a filteredquantization of ax

Sketchofproof this is a formal consequence of
a guDa 2 0y
la f GIPRady Y ax
131H GIP20,7fH lyOyl e
I











































































111 is Fact in Sec 1.1 2 131followsfrom thefollowingalgebra
geometricfact if X is singularsymplectic Y is normal Poissonw

aproper birationalmorphism it Y X then stay Ox
RistOy e ti e thelatterfollows from symplectic singularitiesbeing
rational shownbyBeauville Using this vanishing one checksthat

grfDj grDy whichthen implie Dd is a filtered
quantization of 447 Glx
Let's explain how gr510,1

I flgrDx fellows grDeady
gives SES's o Da si Dxsi qty to t i e We

know H GIP Ily ite t i e By induction H APDx sike
H i n SES e T Dx si 9 TDa si flady i to
gr f la I flgrDX A

Example For X N Y T GIB itis classically known that

DIII Uy G Ulof Ulogmy from Sec 3 ofLec2

Remarks

I Da's are pairwisedistinct as quantizations butAxisaren't
First one can determine when AyAy a Gequivariant fie
ted algebra isomorphism

Consider Na L CG Thisgroupacts on L and hence on
Lequivariant covers of nilpotentorbits bytwistingthe Laction
andhence themomentmap So it makes sense to speak
about the stabilizer of E underthis action if Ice
I











































































then this is just all elements of Naill thatpreserve E
as a subset Denote this subgroup ofNa L byNall9
We have LoNa L E Nall Elka 1411,13

Claim basically I L 16 A Hy as filteredalgebras
X X are in the same NallOy orbit

Comment Y depends on the choice of P sodoesDxbut one can
show that Ax doesn't Let use P as a superscript to indicate
the dependence on P YPDl Then ngives rise to Y I Y

Dit Dit Ay 510 IT Dii Any Thisproves
in theproposition s

One can use the claim the comment to describe W andhence
to answer when Sty as quantizations Notethat afiltered
algebra isomorphism St Stygives a Poissongradedalgebra
automorphism of Glx These automorphisms form agroup that
can be shown to coincide w thegroup but lol of Gequivariant
symplectomorphisms of O it's finite So weget agrouphome
morphism NaClOil Aut O

Fact 2 I L NamiKawa Wehave SES
I W Nalldull Aut lol 1

for example
when I AcogthenAntal07 1











































































I Usingthisdescription and some more we canproduce analgebraicversion ofOrbitmethodessentially as conjecturedbyVegan
in the Ol's
Thm LMBM21 There's a natural bijection between

1 Filteredquantizations of O for all equivariant
covers O of night orbits up to filteredalgebra iso
2 All equivariant covers of all co adjoint Corbits
Under this correspondence the cover 8 of a nilpotent orbit
in 2 goes to thequantization St of Qld the canonical
quantization

II Can we describe Stx explicitly We can eg
when 7 04 Ocg

By Exercise 1 also can beseenbythe construction wehave theunique
quantum comomentmap Pa Vlog A Thefollowing result requires

quite a lot of work landdescribesHo as an algebra wofiltration

Thm LMBMAMBM He is asimplealgebra
KerPais amaximalideal that we can recoverstartingfrom d
If 0 I 10kg then im93 He moregenerally if

AntaOil O then imp stoats

A











































































2 Harish Chandra bimodules
Definition classical A HC Ulog bimodule is a finitelygenerated
Ulog bimodule B that is adog locallyfinite t beB I

fin Limit adlog stablesubspace B CB w beBo

Example U g is HC bimodule

Everysub quotientbimodule of aHCGimodule isHC
Exercise Let Vbe a finitedimensionalg repn Showthat V84log
is a HCGimodule w rt foetal v0 a rea 3v0 at Vega
V EV CEUg JE g

Moreover everyHCbimodule is aquotientofsome Voutg

Let's explain why HarishChandra caredhe wanted tohave
algebraic counterparts of unitary rep's Forsimplicity assume
G is simplyconnected Let 71be a unitary Grepresentation
some kind of L space Inside there'sthe Cpart C971 it now
carries a g action by skew Hermitian operators
Let KCG be a maxie compactsubgroup Considerthe Kfinite

part C 1 k finconsisting of all vectors lying in Kstable fin
Lim l subspacesThis is a complexvector space w ogaction If
a red Liealgebra respalgebraicgroup acts on a complexvector
spacethentheaction extends to the complexification So gone Kd
act on CA kfin act compatibly Ofcourse gone gig

Heckd g
embedded intogeog diagonally

O











































































A gag module is thesame thing as a Ucg module Theactionof
thediagonal copy ofg becomes theadjointaction So C 717kfin
becomes a Vlog bimodule w locally finite adlog action

Thm Harish Chandra 71 A C H kfindefines a bijectionbetween
Unitary irreps 71of G
Irreducible HCbimodules that are unitarizable have a

positivedefinite Hermitian form w certain invarianceproperty
saying that g cgone gag acts by skewHermitian operators

While this algebrizes theproblem of classifying unitary
Girreps the unitarizability condition is still very hard tocheck
Experimental evidence suggests that the class ofunitarizable
HC Ug modules has big intersection with HC bimodules
over quantization of Q DJ's We will discuss these in the
final lecture

3 Complements

3 1 Comments on the classification ofquantizations ofrally
Why Dx is a filteredquantization of yay Ingeneral

4 9 54,2 gives an Iso ofgradedquasicoherent sheaves onGlp
Ogun gift1910Still latestJima a

Thisepimerphism is an iso Abasicreason for this is that Pacts

In ju
lo freely no stabilizers Fromhere one deduces that











































































for a basis in ofp
the elements pts 4th form a regular sequence
this can be also seen directly cediman ji lo dimp

Using t andsome Commutative algebra regular
the 1st Kostal homologygroup vanishes one can show that
1 is an isomorphism Passing to the Pinvariants is still an
isomorphism alsofellows from thefreeness

Why D D 7 7 andDx's exhaust allquantizations of Ray
Easy case Y T Glp Here we recover the classification
of sheaves of twisted differential operators

Thegeneral case Y GPtoypixXd is verymildly
singular It follows fromthe work of Bezrukarniker
Kaledin I L that thefilteredquantizations of2 9
are classified by H Y's E G C 4,137 bymeans
of the so calledperiodmap One canprove that the

period ofDa is X I L 2010

32 Barbasch Veganconstrn glimpses of symplecticduality
Here we are concerned with understanding thekernelsof
the quantum comomentmaps U g He whereHe isthe

Mcanonical parameter e quantization of some ICE It











































































turns out that at least some of themhave meaning E
have appeared before
In the study ofunitary representations of real liegroups

there's an important yet still conjectural classofrepresentationscalled unipetent Under the non existing
Orbit method correspondence these are unitary irreps that
correspond to nilpotent orbits A formaldefinition for HC
bimodules will be suggested in the next lecture
In 85 Barbasch Veganproposed a partialdefinition

special unipotent representations The first step is to
define a family of ideals in Mlg To describe theirconstructionwe need to describe the maximal w rt c 2sided
ideals Recall that we write Z for the center of Vlog
Recall the identification Z aft

Preposition For every maximal ideal Icu log we have
cedimz In 2 P so I defines apoint in5MW Theresulting
map max 2sidedideals in Uig 55MW is a bijection

Notation For Te W let Iman denote themaximalideal
in Vlog corresponding to X underthe bijection from the
proposition

Verma w hwt p

Example Imax p gulog Iman o Anna top











































































Now we can introduce to BarbaschVegan ideals Wewrite

gu for the Langlands dual Lie algebra eg ferogdean we
get guspan Let Aube a nilpotent orbit inof Pickerel
and include it into an 2k triple le hit Conjugating we

can assume that he565 7 Theelement W is defined
up to conjugacy in W

Definition The special unipetent ideal Iq Imax Ihr

pogge
m IMBM21 Tovis the kernel of Uig to
er a recoveredfrom Q we'll write 2104for 0

To construct we need thefollowingobservation Note
that every 2sided ideal I culoy defines a Gx d stable

subvariety ing't where at acts by dilations thevariety
of O's of gr I

where
gr istaken for the PBWfiltration

Denotethis subvariety by VII If codimz ZAI co then
I CSV and if I ismaximal moregenerally primitive

then VIII is irreducible

Definition The BVdualorbit 2104 is theunique openorbit
in V Iau

Examples A g 34g If I corresponds to apartitionguof
I











































































I
n then 21104 corresponds togut

2 g sp gu The following illustrates how d works
I 2104

itit 2,1A

Construction of 104
Case1 e is distinguished not contained in aproperLevi

Then 110 is the universal Adlog equivariant cover of 2101
It turns that Spec6121043 is A factorial terminal

Case2 general Let C be aminimal Levi subalgebra of

gr containing e Let I be a corresponding Levi subalgebraofg
p Lah be aparabolic Let XpSpec CLI Al where

101 is constructed as in Case 1 Then I a istheopen
orbit in Gxp Xplogpt

Examples For g 34 we have 10 L d
Forgaps I sends the orbit 2,11 to theorbit 2,212

12,2 to the double cover of 2,2
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An inspiration for defining I comes from Symplecticduality
predicted by Braden Licata ProudfootWebsterandsince then
rigorously defined in some settings but not in ours In the

first approximation this is a duality between conicalsingular
symplectic varieties X N Iwsome decorations thatswapscertain
invariants Thepair ofvarieties in our case is asfollows

A Spec 1421043
N the intersection of the Shadowy slice ertzgulf

w thenilpotent cone N cogTheShadowyslice is a transverse
slice to Ot in g

I







